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	Business process management (BPM) is an established research domain for computer
	science, information systems, and management scholars. The record number
	and wide scope of submissions to the eighth installation of the International
	Conference on Business Process Management was an indication of the vibrancy
	of the area and the varied interests of BPM researchers. It is tradition that topical
	workshops accompany the main BPM conference in order to allow groups
	to coalesce around new research topics, to present emerging research issues, or
	focus in depth on a particular area of research. BPM 2010 was accompanied
	by nine workshops – some new, some well established with the stature of miniconferences.
	In addition, a dedicated track for education papers complemented
	the main research program. The workshops and education track attracted 143
	submissions, out of which the respective Program Committees chose 66 papers
	for presentation – a healthy acceptance ratio of 46% that rivals some mainstream
	information systems conferences. The workshops were organized by an illustrious
	group of BPM scholars with a global reach. We were particularly excited by
	the first BPM workshop organized by the South American research community
	– the First International Workshop on Reuse in BPM.


	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of nine international workshops held in Hoboken, NJ, USA, in conjunction with the 8th International Conference on Business Process Management, BPM 2010, in September 2010. The nine workshops focused on Reuse in Business Process Management (rBPM 2010), Business Process Management and Sustainability (SusBPM 2010), Business Process Design (BPD 2010), Business Process Intelligence (BPI 2010), Cross-Enterprise Collaboration, People, and Work (CEC-PAW 2010), Process in the Large (IW-PL 2010), Business Process Management and Social Software (BPMS2 2010), Event-Driven Business Process Management (edBPM 2010), and Traceability and Compliance of Semi-Structured Processes (TC4SP 2010). In addition, three papers from the special track on Advances in Business Process Education are also included in this volume. The overall 66 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 143 submissions.
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Soft Computing for Recognition based on Biometrics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	We describe in this book, bio-inspired models and applications of hybrid intelligent

	systems using soft computing techniques for image analysis and pattern recognition

	based on biometrics and other information sources. Soft Computing (SC)

	consists of several intelligent computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic, neural

	networks,...
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DIJK VAN:DISTRIBUTION THEORY   GTB (De Gruyter Graduate Lectures)De Gruyter, 2013

	The theory of distributions has numerous applications and is extensively used in mathematics, physics and engineering. There is however relatively little elementary expository literature on distribution theory. This book is intended as an introduction. Starting with the elementary theory of distributions, it proceeds to convolution products...
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Thoracic Aortic DiseasesSpringer, 2006

	This book provides information on the acquired and genetic basis of aortic diseases as well as giving a global perspective on therapeutic alternatives. The new concept of a team approach with surgeons working together with both interventional radiologists and specialists to repair the aorta is the trademark of this book. New material and new...
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Node Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 50 recipes to master the art of asynchronous serverside JavaScript using Node.js, with coverage of Express 4 and Socket.IO frameworks and the new Streams API


	About This Book

	
		Work with JSON, XML, web sockets to make the most of asynchronous programming
	
		Extensive code samples covering...
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Windows 7 SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Tips, tricks, treats, and secrets revealed on the latest operating system from Microsoft: Windows 7
    You already know the ups and downs of Windows Vista-now it's time to learn the ins and outs of Windows 7! Internationally recognized Windows experts, Microsoft insiders, and authors Paul Thurrott and Rafael Rivera cut through...
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Autonomous Intelligent Vehicles: Theory, Algorithms, and Implementation (Advances in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2011


	Over the years, the field of intelligent vehicles has become a major research theme

	in intelligent transportation systems since traffic accidents are serious and growing

	problems all over the world. The goal of an intelligent vehicle is to augment vehicle

	autonomous driving either entirely or partly for the purposes of safety,...
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